
unlock          
 vivid color & detail in your originals

preserve
your collection with archival prints, scrapbooks, & digital albums

C HANGES ARE PART OF THE LIFE CYCLE of 
photographs.  But given enough time, the 
effects of age, accidents and mishandling 

can overwhelm a picture.  Color materials such 
as slide film, used widely for family photos 
from the ‘50s through the ‘80s, are especially 
unstable, prone to fading and unflattering color 
casts as the dyes break down.  But in the digital 
environment a photograph gains back resiliency.  
Fading can be reversed and physical damage 
repaired.  A copy for each family member can 
replace solitary originals.  And because today’s 
tools are so much more powerful than those of 
the traditional darkroom, restored photographs 
often look better—and last decades longer—than 

the originals could when they were new. 

Digital Photo Enhancement 

Based on careful analysis of your digital camera photo, we will 
color balance and sharpen it, and optimize its exposure levels.  
This fine-tuning can make the difference between ordinary and 
truly professional quality prints.  $20.00

Digital Albums

We design custom digital portfolios from simple slide shows or 
family photo CDs to fully featured web sites & interactive Flash 
presentations.  As little as $2.00 per image plus media costs.  
50% off Basic Restoration for 10 or more images.

Portrait Enhancement

Some of the ways we can enhance school photos and other 
portraits include red eye correction, fixing dark circles under eyes, 
blemish removal, skin tone softening, whitening & straightening 
teeth, and braces removal.  When necessary, we can also make 
more substantive changes such as replacing backgrounds or 
other elements with parts from a different photograph.

Why digital restoration?
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• Photo Restoration
• Professional Digital Printing
• Digital Photo Albums
• Historical Document Restoration
• Digital Photo Enhancement
• Photo Web Sites
• Portfolio Design For Artists
• Portrait Retouching

TODD STABLEY
d i g i t a l  d a r k r o o m
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*  Prices include scanning for most prints, slides & negatives.  Enlarging an 
image to twice its original size  or  more moves the restoration up one category.

Photo Restoration
Basic Restoration    $25.00- $35.00

Minor color & contrast adjustments, re-cropping, simple 
exposure correction, light color cast removal, removal of light 
dust and scratch marks in peripheral areas of the picture.
 
Moderate Restoration    $40.00- $50.00

More complex repairs that do not seriously affect crucial 
elements, including faces, hands, or areas of central interest  
exhibiting significant detail.  Could involve moderate dust 
and scratch marks,  pronounced color casts, images that 
are significantly over- or under-exposed or that show cracks, 
tears, or spotting.  If a crucial area of the photograph is 
involved, damage is localized to a small area.
 
Intensive Restoration    $75.00 +

Repairs to extensive dust, scratches or mold damage 
throughout, or in faces, hands, and key areas.  Could also 
involve replacing missing parts or joining pieces of a photo 
together.  Also includes large images, such as panoramic 
group photos, that need to be scanned in sections and 
digitally recombined.


